I. Introduction. In [l ] Artin and Mazur prove that there is a dense set in the space of C k mappings of a compact manifold into itself such that for each member of this set the number of isolated fixed points under iteration grows at most exponentially. This estimate allows one to define an analytic f-function associated to the mapping that measures the number of isolated fixed points of the mapping under iteration.
The theorem of Artin and Mazur gives no indication as to whether or not a specific diffeomorphism satisfies such an estimate.
In this note we announce (Theorem 1) that the total number of fixed points of the general class of diffeomorphisms recently introduced by Smale [2] , [3] grows at most exponentially under iteration. It should be noted that this new theorem is neither contained in nor contains the theorem of Artin and Mazur.
The method of proof is quite simple. One need only show that the size of the domain where there is a unique fixed point of the diffeomorphism decreases at most exponentially by using an estimate on the domain of validity of the implicit function theorem. The complexity arises only from the necessity of checking uniformity at each step.
II. Notation and theorem. Let M be a compact CXRiemannian manifold and suppose that ƒ : M->M is a diffeomorphism of M. A closed invariant set AQM is said to have a hyperbolic structure if the tangent bundle T&M of M restricted to A has a continuous invariant splitting TAM=E U +E* under df such that Let (V if yi) and (£/*, ^), i= 1, • • • , r, be a finite number of coordinate systems for M such that F»OZ7 t -, UJC/OAf and Xi = yi\ U{. Consider the sets yi{V t ) and Xi(Ui) in E m . There exists a constant a>0 such that each point of x i (U l ) is contained in a sphere of radius a completely contained in yi(Vi). We shall count the number of fixed points of f n in each Xi(Ui). Let || -|| denote the norm induced in yi(Vi) by the metric on M. With this uniformity at hand the rest of the lemma follows by standard matrix methods.
Since the total volume of XiÇUi) is finite and fixed points of f n in Xi(Ui) can be covered by disjoint balls of radius d n /3 the required estimate follows from the above two lemmas.
It seems likely that the general outline given above can be used to give a similar estimate for the number of periodic orbits for a flow on M having a hyperbolic structure on the set of nonwandering points. The author is presently working on this problem.
